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The program described in this report was conducted by Ai Research
Manufacturing Company, a division of The Garrett Corporation, under NASA
contract NAS3-13454. This program was performed under the management of
P. T. Kerwin, Project Manager, Power Systems Division, NASA-Lewis Research
Center.
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ABSTRACT
A Brayton Heat Exchanger
of a recuperator, a heat sink
designed and fabricated. The
n ante unit suitable for use in
was on double containment aga
coolant into the gas stream.
Unit Alternate Design (BIM-Alternate) consisting
heat exchanger, and a gas ducting system, was
design was formulated to provide a high perforn-
a long-life Brayton-cycle powerplant. 	 Emphasis
inst external leakage and leakage of the organic
A parametric analysis and design study was performed to establish the
optimum component configurations to achieve low weight and size and high reli-
C)	 ability, while meeting the requirements of high etiectiveness and low pressure
drop. Layout studies and detailed mechanical and structural design were per-
formed to obtain a flight-type packaging arrangement, including the close-
coupled integration of the Bf1XU-Alternate with the Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU).
Fabrication development was undertaken and units were manufactured with
rl
satisfactory structural integrity and leaktight containment.	 Evaluation test-
ing was not conducted on the BHXU-Alternate heat exchanger system.
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ISECTION I
SUMMARY
AiResearch has designed a Brayton Heat Exchanger Unit Alternate Design
(BHXU-Alternate) consisting of a gas-to-gas recuperator, a gas-to-liquid heat
C	 mink heat exchanger, and a gas ducting system that interconnects with other
Brayton components to form the Brayton power conversion loop.
This BHXU-Alternate is selected to operate in a power- system with a rated
output of 10 kw e . The design objective for the BHXU-Alternate is an effective-
ness of 0.95 for both the recuperator and heat sink exchanger, a total gas
fractional pressure drop through the unit of 0.045, and an operating lifetime
capability of 5 year ,  in a space environment.	 The unit is designed to employ
a gaseous helium-xenon mixture with a molecular weight of 83.8 as the primary
working fluid.	 The liquid coolant in the heat sink exchanger is Dow Corning
200 fluid with a viscosity grade of 2.0 centistokes at 250 f
A parametric analysis and design study was conducted to establish the
most favorable heat exchanger configurations with respect to weight, size,
and reliability.
	 Layout studies were performed involving component matching
and design tradeoffs to obtain an optimurn integral unit.
	 Utilizing these
studies in combination with detailed mechanical and structural analyses, a
(,	 compact, flight-type arrangement was evolved for integration with the Brayton
Rotating Unit, the gas management system, and the Brayton heat source.
Fabrication development was undertaken with emphasis on leaktight con-
tainment. One unit was manufactured and it demonstrated satisfactory struc-
tural integrity and containment.
The BHXU-Alternate is illustrated in Figure 1-1. 	 In Figure 1-1(a), the
system recuperator is shown after final assembly. 	 The finned tube waste heat
exchanger is shown in Figure 1-1(b) just prior to its braze operation. 	 In
Figure 1-1ac) the completed BHXU-Alternate assembly is shown with its inter-
connecting ducting and bellows.
	
The unit as shown in Figure 1-1(c) was
(1	 delivered to NASA Lewis in July of 1973.
The heat exchanger and system weights and overall dimensions are summar-
ized below.
CZ
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I tem We ight ,	 lb	 (kg) Dimens ion, in.	 (cm)
Recuperator 348 (157.9) 322 x 27.0 x	 20.8
(81.8 x 68.6 x 52.8)
Heat	 sink heat	 exchanger 147 (66.7) 31.9	 x 12.6 x 8.0
(81.0 x	 320.0 x	 20.3)
Cutting,	 transition 98 (44.5) --
sections,	 and manifolds
Heat exchanger and duct
assembly 593 (269.1) 61.6	 x 60.3 x 22.3
056.5 x	 153.0 x	 6.6
U
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0	 C. COMPLETED ASSEMBLY	 F-18318
Figure 1-1. BHXU-Alternate
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O	 SECTION 2
INTRODUCTION
NASA i, currently engaged in the development of closed Brayton cycle sys-
®	 Lem technology for generation of electric power in ,pace. The system pre,ently
under consideration was chosen to investigate the means of producing power in
the range of 2 to 10 kwe for long durations of time. Such a system is poten-
tially applicable to supplying the power for a manned orbiting space station
or base. For extended missions, radioisotope energy sources have been con-
sidered and were found to be suitable candidates to deliver the required
thermal pok.ers.%
The concept selected for the Brayton power conversion equipment incor-
porates a sin g le-shaft Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU), consisting of a turbine,
a compressor, and an alternator, coupled to a Brayton Heat Exchanger Unit-
L	 Alternate design (BHXU-Alternate). The BHXU-Alternate consists of a gas-to-
gas recuperator, a gas-to-liquid heat sink exchanger and the ducting that
connects the heat exchangers with the BkU. The recuperator transfers heat
from the low-pressure turbine exhaust gas to the high-pressure gas leaving
the compressor. The heat sink heat exchanger transfers heat from the
low-p ressure gas leaving the recuperator to the liquid coolant in the rad-
iator- loop for ultimate rejection as waste heat from the cycle.
The p rogram described he-e includes the design and fabrication of the
BHXU-Alternate pr'or to delivery of the unit to NASA for- system integration
and testing. Cycle conditions on which the design of the BHXU-Alternate is
ba,ed are summarized] in Table 2-1. These design goals were established by
NASA in conjunction with a systems analysis performed to identify operating
condition- that result in high overall conversion efficiency.
The preliminary thermal and structural desi g ns were performed under NASA
Contract NAS3-10607 and are reported in Topical Report, "Design Study, Alternate
n	 Brayton Heat Exchanger Unit Brayton Cycle System," AiResearch R,2po;t 69-5194•
The BHXU-Alternate system is the second-generation hardware system to the
BHXU-Engine B system. The final design report of the Engine B system is pre-
sented ;.i NASA CR-120816. The improved features of the BHXU-Alternate system
with respect to the BHXU-Engine B system are summarized on the next page.
C^
',-McKhann, G.G., "Prel i minary Design of a Pu-238 Isotope Brayton Cycle Power
System for MORL," Vol I - Technical Summary, Report No. SM-48832 (NASA CR-
68809), Douglas Aircraft C ,:1 ., Inc., September 1965.
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1 t ern
ecuperator size
Brazing aIIoy
Modularized
Seal plates (double
containment)
Material
End cori - iguration
Heat sink heat
exchanger
BHXU-A
Increased over Engine B to obtain
heat transfer performance (test
data of Engine B)
Gold alloy (AMS 4784)
Yes
Yes
Hastelloy X
Rectangular
Finned-tube
BHXU-Engine B
Nickel base
alloy (AMS 4778)
No
No
347 stainless
steel
Triangular
Plate-fin
1.
1
I
The size of the BHXU-Alternate recuperator was increased by 16 percent
based on the results of the performance test of the BHXU-Engine B heat
exchanger system. The end configuration of the recuperator was c ►- aged from
triangular to rectangular for system packaging and fabrication purposes. The
BHXU - Alternate recuperator was fabricated from Hastelloy X material and
br.;" • with gold based brazing alloys ^Palniro series) instead of 347 stain-
less steel and AMS 4778 brazing alloy. These changes were -ecuired because
of a hig,ier pressure • equirement and also to obtain an assembly with higher
as-brazed ductility 'han the 347 stainless steel and AMS 4778 brazing alloy
combination. The BHXU-Alternate recuperator was modularized with each module
evaluated prior- to assembling the modules into the ful l -size recuperator con-
figuration. The recuperator- was designed to provide double containment on all
brazed joints to prevent external gas leakage.
The heat sink heat exchanger was designed as a helical-wound finned-tube
core with U-tubes connecting the tubes into a continuous liquid flow path.
This design was selected over the plate-fin design of ti-a Engine B system to
eliminate liq,rid - to - gas leak paths.
The final thermal and structural design of the 9"X'-Alternate is
described in Section 3.	 Also included in Section 3 is a summary of the design
and off-design performance of the unit under conditions specified by NASA.
Fabrication is discussed in Section 4. 	 Detailed technical discussions of
several aspects of the design are included as appendixes.
1
1
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TABLE 2- 1
BHYU-ALTERNATE DESIGN CONDITIONS
working	 fluid	 (gas) Xe-He mixture
Molecular weight	 83.8
Liquid	 coolant Dow	 Corning	 200	 fluid
(2	 centistokes	 at	 250C)
Recu perator-	 hot	 side
Gas	 flow	 rate,	 lb/sec 1.28
Inlet	 temperature, 0 1701
Inlet	 pressure,	 psia 24.1
Recuperator	 cold	 sine
Gas	 flow	 rate,	 lb/sec 1.267
Inlet	 temperature, 0 738
Inlet	 pressure,	 psia 43.1
Recuperator effectiveness 0.95
Heat	 sink heat exchanger
Gas exit	 temperature, 0 540
C^ Effectiveness 0.95
Capacity-;-ate	 ratio (coldhot	 side
 side) 0.87
Maximum	 liquid	 pressure	 drop,	 psi 25
Overall	 BHYU-Alternate	 gas	 pressure	 drop,
percent 4.5
'-Structurally,	 the	 recuperator	 hot	 side	 is	 designed	 to withstand	 30.5	 psia
and	 the	 cold	 side	 56 .0 psia.
C
l^
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SECTION 3
DESIGN STUDY
THERMAL ANALYSIS
Heat Exchanger- Core Design,
Beciuse of the high pressures, the recuperator material waE changed trap
stainless to Hastelloy X. At the same time the number of low-pressure side pas-
sages was increased trom 70 to 71. The net ette ct of these two changes on
fj	 recuperator thermal performance was calculated and found to be negligible.
Predicted effectiveness of the recuperator remains at 0.95.
For structural reasons the heat sink heat exchanger tube outside dia-
meters in the first three and last three tube rows were increased from 0.156
in. (0.397 cm) to 0.18 in. (0.457 cm). The same increase was applied to the
three tubes at each end of each remaining tube row; thus 534 out of the 2016
tubes were affected by this change. The effect on thermal performance is
twofold: a decrease in heat exchanger UA due to a reduction in total outside
heat transfer area, and a tendency toward gas flow maldistribution due to the
reduced flow area near the core sides. 	 It was found that the heat transfer
area effect yielded 1.5 percent reduction in UA and the maldistribution effect
Q	 was virtually negligible (less than one percent in equivalent UA). 	 Since
these effects are well within the UA margin originally allotted to this unit,
the predicted effectiveness of the heat sink heat exchanger remains at 0.95.
Original sizing of the hea sink heat exchanger core was based on heat
transfer and friction factor design data for a slanted-flag turbulator in-
serted in the tubes.	 Isothermal pressure drop tests were run on a single-flap
turbulator, a double-flap turbulator (constructed by placing two single-flap
turbulators back-to-back within the tubes), and a slanted-flap turbulator.
These tests showed that the single-flap turbulator had a lower friction
factor than either the double-flap or slanted-flap turbulator and therefore
(by inference) would yield poorer- heat transfer conductance than either- of
0 these other two designs. The double-flap and slanted-flap turbulators had
approximately equal friction factors at the heat exchanger- design Reynolds
number, but these friction factors were substantially below the design curve.
Heat transfer tests were run on the double-flap and slanted-flap turbu-
Iators. These tests showed quite simiIor heat transfer performance (similar
j curves) for the two designs, with the tack-to-back j-curve higher by about
ten percent. Furthermore, the j-factor for the back-to-back configuration
was approximately equal to that obtained from the original slanted-flap de-
sign curve.	 On this basis, either the slanted-flap or double-flap turbulator
• ias deemed suitable for the heat sink heat exchanger, with the double-flap
configuration slightly preferred. Based on this slight preference from a
0	 performance standpoint, as well as easier fabricability, the double-flap
configuration was selected.
E
9	
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Manifold Designs
Manifold designs were calculated following the usual sizing procedure to
obtain uniform core flow distribution. The recuperator H gh-pressure manifolds
are arranged in a U-flo%-j configuration (the gas enters and exits from the same
sides of the heat exchanger) and therefore are designed for constant area in the
flow direction.	 The calculated manifold flow area ratio yielding uniform flow is
2.37 (outlet manifold area to inlet manifold area). 	 The areas used are those
of the BHXU manifolds, i.e., 8.9 sq in. (57.4 sq cm) for the high-pressure
inlet manifold and 21.1 sq in. (136 sq cm) for the high-pressure outlet mani-
fold.	 On the low-pressure side, uniform static pressure is required at the
recuperator low-pressure inlet face to match the uniform pressure of the out-
let plenum. This can be obtained with a linear manifold flow area taper from
full radius area at the inlet to ten percent of full radius area at the end of
the manifold.	 Due to structural requirements of the manifold, a liner is used
inside a full radius manifold to provide approximately the required taper.	 The
heat source heat exchanger low-pressure gas outlet manifold is a full radius
manifold to minimize the stresses imposed on the heat exchanger by the manifold.
Thermal Performance
The performance of the BHXU-Alternate was calculated for the off-design
conditions listed in Table 3-1. Design and off-design performance are sum-
marized in Table 3-2. A breakdown of the gas system pressure drop at design
conditions is given in Table 3-3.
Transient Analyses
1.	 Tie Rods
An important transient involves the temperature difference between the
transition section tie rods and the heat sink exchanger tubes during startup
An excessive temperature difference between these components could cause buckling
of the heat exchanger tubes. Temperature calculations were made for two tie
rod diameters, 0.100 in. and 0.150 in., and two values of the initial radiator
temperature, 0 0 and -100 0 F. The following system conditions were assumed:
a	 The system is initially at 0°F.
,b	 At startup the low-pressure recuperator inlet temperature steps
to 1701°R and remains constant thereafter.
1
(c) The heat sink heat exchanger gas outlet temperature is initially
equal to the radiator temperature and increases linearly during
the transient at a rate of 0.10F%sec.
(d	 The recuperator high-pressure inlet temperature is 200°F above the
heat sink heat exchanger gas outlet temperature.
(e) The upstream heat sink exchanger (i.e., the heat exchanger closer
to the transition section) is inactive.
3-2
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TABLE 3-2
BHXU-ALTERNATE PERFORMANCE
Effectiveness Pressure	 Drop
Condition Recuperator* HSHX** Gas,	 percent
3.87
Liquid,	 psi
Design 0.950 0.950 8.1
I 0.971 0.979 9.17 1.1
II 0.967 0.972 7.03 2.0
III 0.962 0.965 5.60 3.4
IV 0.956 0.958 4.76 5.4
V 0.944 0.945 3.74 10.6
VI 0.923 0.925 2.92 24.7
VII 0.921 0.922 2.71 28.4
VIII 0.906 0.914 2.27 48.6
IX 0.867 0.869 2.07 148.0
;Based on capacity-rate ratio = 0.99
" Based on capacity-rate ratio = 0.87
l
3- 4	a
fTABLE 3-3
BHXU ALTERNATE GAS PRESSURE DROPS
Pressure	 Drop.	 Percent
n '
Recuperator core
High pressure
	 side 0.541
Low pressure	 side 1.158
	 1.699
` Recuperator end sections
High	 pressure	 inlet 0.2!6
High pressure outlet 0.239
Q
Low pressure	 inlet 0.094
Low pressure outlet 0.068	 0.617
Heat	 sink exchanger 0.560
Manifolds
High	 pressure	 inlet 0.096
High pressure outlet 0.068
Q
Low pressure	 inlet 0.199
Low pressure outle t_ 0.019	 0.382
Ducts
Q
High	 pressure	 inlet 0.164
High pressure outlet 0.009
Low pressure	 inlet 0.278
Low pressure outlet 0.158
	 0.610
Total	 BHXU 3.870 !
Q
3 -5
n
I
Calculation of the time constants for the tie rods, recuperator, and heat
sink heat exchanger %nonactive' tubes yielded the following values: 28 sec
and 52 sec respectively for the 0.100-in. and 0.150-in. tie reds, 15 sec for
the recuperator. and 4 sec for the heat exchanger tubes. Because of the rela-
tively low value for the tube time constant, the simplifying assumption was
made that the tube time constant is zero. The tube temperature therefore is
taken to be equal to the gas inlet temperature to the heat sink exchanger
throughout the transient.
Figure 3-1 shows the results of a stepwise calculation of system temperatures
vs time, based on a tie rod diameter of 0.150-in. and an initial radiator tem-
perature of 0°F. The recuperator low-pressure outlet temperature rises rapidly
at first, due to the temperature step at the low pressure inlet.
	 Following
this initial rise, it continues to increase slowly due to the gradual increase
in compressor outlet temperature. The maximum difference of 177 0 F between tube
temperature and tie rod temperature occurs during the initial rapid transient,
at a time of approximately 27 sec.
Figure 3-2 shows the difference between tube and tie rod temperatures as a
function of time for the three cases studied.
	 It can be seen that a reduction
in tie rod diameter from 0.150 in. to 0.100 in. causes a reduction in maximum
temperature difference from 177 0 to 144 0 F.	 Also, the lower initial radiator
temperature of -100 0 F results in a lesser maximum temperature difference between
tubes and tie rods, because of the reduced initial compressor outlet temperature
for this condition.
2.	 Brackets
A calculation was made of the maximum temperature differential experienced
during startup in the brackets mounted between heat sink treat exchangers. The
bracket geometry assumed for this calculation is shown in Figure 3-3. The bracket
is in the shape of a rectangular box, 1.5 in. high by 3 in. in the gas flow
direction, with a wall thickness of 0.1 in. 	 The bracket baseplate is heated
by convection from the gas and by conduction from the heat exchanger header
plates and is therefore assumed to have the same temperature as the header
plates.	 The further conservative assumption is made that the header plate
film coefficient is equal to the film coefficient of the core matrix.
Shown in Figure 3-4 are the bracket baseplate temperature vs time from
startup and the bracket minimum temperature vs time from startup. The minimum
temperature occurs at the midpoint of the bracket wall that is parallel to but
removed from the gas flow. Also shown in Figure 3-4 is the temperature differ-
ential in the bracket, from baseplate to minimum temperature point.
	
It can be
seen that a maximum temperature differential of 1740 F is reached at a time of
353 sec after start.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
This suction discusses the various structural aspects related to the de-
tailed design of the BHXU-Alternate. The unit consisted of two separate heat
exchangers, a recuperator, and a heat sink heat exchanger, which were rigidly
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Figure 3-3- Bracket Geometry for Transient Calculations
joined to form an integral structural element with respect to environmental
loads, support bracketry, and interconnecting ducts to the BRU and heat source
heat exchanger.	 In addition, the recuperator and hest sink heat exchanger
were both designed to provide adequate structural integrity for pressure con-
tainment loads and thermal stresses to satisfy the required reliability
objectives.
Design Criteria
The operating conditions for the BHXU-Alternate package included a maxi-
mum operating temperature of 1701 O F (1241 0 F) in the recuperator for a design
life of 5 years (about 44,000 hr). 	 The short-time material properties were
used for temperatures below 9000 F. For sustained operations at higher tem-
peratures, the one-percent creep and stress properties for 50,000 hr at
temperature were used. The design of the heat sink heat exchanger was based
on material properties at 440 O F (soak conditions).
C► 	 it was further specified that a 100-cycle life was required for this unit
A typical cycle was defined to be startup of the unit, operation at design
temperatures and pressures, and shutdown. This requirement applied primarily
to thermal loads due to temperature gradients and differences in the system.
Thermal stresses exceeding t'ie material yield strength cannot be completely
avoided due to rapid startup conditions.
The basic information for inertial loads was taken from Specification
No. P2241-1 dated March 1, 1969; however, the design loads assumed that the
BHXU-Alternate would be shock mounted with a 15-Hz isolation system so that
resonant amplifications for BHXU-Alternate resonance above 50 Hz would be
highly attenuated.	 The vibratory input at 15 Hz to 0.14 in. double amplitude
displacement of critical damping limited the amplification factor of 5.0 at
resonance, and this produced 8-g vibratory loading at the mount points. This
mounting system also provided shock isolation from the 20-9, half-sine pulse
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fof	 10 msec	 time duration.	 The shock isolation factor was	 0.5,	 and the	 shoc.l,
factor	 at	 the mount brackets was approximately 10 g.	 These	 loads combined rlith
the 6-g	 constant	 longitudinal	 and	 2-g constant lateral	 accelerations to produc.
the	 following design	 factor,,:
Longitudinal	 8 vibration ,	 10 shock 6 acceleration 24 q	 lotol
Lateral	 8	 vibration	 ^	 10 shock	 2 acceleration	 20 g total
It was assumed that the BHXU-Alternate resonance would be sufficiently damped
by the isolation system so that the 8-9 vibration incurred at a 15-Hz mount
system resonance would be the maximum vibration experienced by the BHXU-Alternate.
Material Selection
Hastelloy X was selected for the plate-fin recuperator to provide increased
creep strength as compared to Type 347 stainless steel; hu% ,jever, Type 347 stain-
less steel tubes with copper fins are adequate for the tubular heat sink heat
exchanger due to the much lower operating temperatures. The duct and bellows
from the BRU to the recuperator are also Hastelloy X since temperatures are
equal to the recuperator inlet areas. 	 Other ducting and bellows in the syster"
are 347 or- 321 stainless steel where the temperatures are si.riilar to heat sink
heat exchanger- thermal conditions.
Gold-based braze alloys (Palniro series) were used in brazing the Hastelloy
X material in the recuperator to provide an improved high-teinperature heat
exchanger capability. 	 Standard low-temperature brazing alloys (silver-copper)
were used in the heat sink heat exchanger.
The table below shows the materials and the usage in the BHXU-Alternate
heat exchanger system.
0
0
C)
Location Item Material
Recuperator Tube sheet Hastelloy	 X
Fin Hastelloy	 X
Header	 bar Hastelloy	 X
Pan Hastelloy	 X
Mounts Hastelloy	 X
Seal	 plate Hastelloy	 X
Brazing	 alloy Gold-based	 Palniro	 silver
(Palni ro
	
1	 and	 Palniro	 RE)
0
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Location Item Material
Waste heat Header	 plate CRES	 347	 (nickel	 plated)
exchanger
Manifold	 (bar) CRES	 347
Manifold
	 (liquid) Nickel	 200
Tubing CRES	 347	 (nickel	 plated)
Fin Copper	 (OFHC)
Brazing	 alloy BA9-8a	 (71.8 Ag,	 28	 Cu,	 0.2	 Li)
Transition Side	 strip CRES	 347,	 Inconel	 718,	 and Hastelloy	 X
section
Tie
	 rods Inconel	 718
Ducts	 and -- Hastelloy X	 and	 CRES	 347
_bellows
Recu perator Desiqn
The recuperator is a plate-fin heat exchanger that operates at pressures
and temperatures up to 200 psi and 1241 0F, respectively. The most severe com-
binations of temperature and pressure for this Hastelloy X unit are listed in
Table 3-4. These conditions included neither the maximum temperature nor
pressure experienced by the unit since they were in combination with relatively
lower pressures and temperatures. The lower pressure passages were straight-
through flow utilizing a rectangular offset fin with 16 fins/in., 0.153 in.
high, and 0.004 in. thick.	 The basic fin in the high-pressure passages was
also rectangular offset with 20 fins/in., 0.125 in. high, and 0.004 in. thick.
The ends of the high-pressure passages also had plain rectangular fins with
10 fins/in. and the same height and thickness as the basic fin. 	 This is the
critical fin in the unit: it has a maximum stress aL design conditions (Table
3-4) of 8500 psi compared to an allowable stress of 8800 psi.
Detailed estimates of cycle life of the recuperator were not performed.
Operating temperature differences would be required and associated thermal
strains would be compared to allowable strain levels for 100-cycle life.	 The
brazed and welded seal p late over the machined header bars and the use of the
superalloy, Hastelloy X, in combination with the gold-based brazing alloys
were expected to provide considerable improvement over previous designs with
the 347 stainless steel material and the nickel-based brazing alloy AMS 4778.
The two recuperator mounts for inertia loads were brazed to the seal
plates over the machined header bars. Their location was approximately midway
between the inlet and outlet so that temperatures would be less than 1000oF,
and material yield and ultimate strength properties rather than c;-eep strength
would govern the design.
.y
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Heat Sink Heat Exchanger
The heat exchanger was of a tubular design; pressure deign condition,
are shown in Table 3-4.	 The unit originally consisted of tw: N
 banks of tube,;
however, one bank was later eliminated as a cost saving.
	
T-• , -. tube sizes ^ie.rv,
used: a basic array of 0.156-in.-OD, 0.008-in.-thick tubes and three rows
g round the core periphery of 0.188-in.-OD, 0.024-in.-thick tubes. Internal
pressure stresses in the tubs were small and the design loads occurred at
the periphery where the increased thickness tubes were required to support
the possible edge loads due to prospective liquid cover pans (which were not
fabricated).	 The header plate thickness of 0.4 in. also was selected for this
loading.	 Combined pressure, thermal, and inertial loads at the interface
were analyzed in detail and stresses were slightly less than the allcwable
level for the 347 stainless steel.
Several design features were incorporated to accommodate transient tem-
perature difference within the heat exchanger. In particular, thermal loads
parallel to the tubes, which could cause excessive tensile stresses or com-
pressive buckling, were avoided.
	 For example, flow guides were used t. pre-
vent core bypass on the no-flow sides and tie-rods were included to support
the pan edge loads. The flow guides were segmented to avoid tube loads and
expansion _joints also were provided at the edge of the no-flow pans. Tie rods
i. parallel with the tubes, particularly for supporting the mounting brackets,
required detailed analyses of transient temperatures and the resulting loads
and stresses.
The heat sink heat exchanger has two mounting brackets mounted on a box
beam located on the gas outlet face. They required detailed analysis since
the header plates and tubes had to accommodate their concentrated loads. Load,
parallel to the gas flow are supported on the recuperator to obviate the
G	
necessity for the excessive reinforcement otherwise required in this tubular
heat exchanger.
Manifold and Duct Design
The heat exchanger manifold configurations were selected based on fabri-
^}	 cability considerations and the desire to achieve a lightweight design.
Recuperator and heat sink gas pans were generally of circular cross-section
with an included angle of 180 deg. This design places the greater portion of
the shell under direct membrane stress, which produced the lightest weight
configuration.
The liquid manifolds on the waste heat exchanger were fabricated from
Nickel 200 material in order- to minimize the adverse effects of any thermal
growth differential between the manifolds and the cover module during the
brazing operation.
Bellows Design
C
	
	
Three expansion bellows were required in each of the three ducts con-
necting the heat exchanger to the BRU. These bellows isolated the BHXU-
Alternate thermal movements so that duct loads applied to the BRU scrolls
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TABLE 3-4
DESIGN PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE CONDITICNS
Component Section
Design	 Conditions
Pressure,	 psi Temperature, of
Recuperator Low.pressure	 side 65 1187
(from BRU
	
turbine)
High-pressure
	
side 120 1142
(from BRU compressor)
Heat	 sink Gas	 passages 200 440
heat exchanger (outside	 tubes)
Liquid	 passages 200 440
(inside	 tubes)
Ducting and	 bellows BRU,	 turbine	 to 65 1187
recupterator
BRU,	 compressor	 to 222 440
recuperator
Heat	 sink	 to BRU 200 440
compressor
Transition	 section Recuperator	 to heat 200 440
sink
J
7
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©	 would be within acceptable limits. Preliminary thermal movements at the three
bellows were estimated and this information together with other specific
design requirements was submitted to several bellows manufacturers to obtair;
proposed configurations. AiResearch then performed a stress analysis of each
candidate bellows configuration. 	 Finally, double-ply, formed bellows manu-
factured by Aeroquip Corporation were selected for all three ducts, based
on the most accurate accommodation of the problem statement. Appendix A dis-
cusses the various bellows designs.
Mounting System Design
A four-point mounting system was selected, primarily because it was the
most efficient method that avoided placing mounts in the highest temperature
areas of the recuperator. The system allowed for free thermal growth of the
recuperator and heat sink heat exchanger about a fixed point located on the
recuperator. This fixed point was placed on the BRU side of the recuperator-
to minimize differen'ial expansion differences associated with the separation
distance between BRU and BHXU-Alternate system.
The use of pressure-balanced bellows eliminated the need for accommodation
of such loads in the mounting system; however, the link system in each duct
might be susceptible to vibration.	 This effect was not analyzed in detail;
however, the suggested isolation system might negate the need for separate
support of each duct.
d
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SECTION 4
I
FABRICATION
INTRODUCTION
The fabrication effort on the BHXU-Alternate system is divided into
three basic stages for discussion:	 recuperator fabrication, heat sink heat
exchanger fabrication, and final assembly. The basic fabrication sequence in
building the BHXU-Alternate heat exchanger assemblies was to fabricate detail
parts, braze the parts into an integral assembly, and attach the appro-
priate pans or ducting. When brazing of the cores was completed, each core
module was checked by performing a proof pressure test (1.5 times working
pressure) and a helium leak check (the units were Freon cleaned prior to
helium leak testing). 	 This evaluation procedure was repeated after the
recuperator and heat sink heat exchanger assemblies were completed and also
after the ducting and transition sections were welded to the assemblies.
t	 RECUPERATOR FABRICATION!
The assembly of the detail parts (fins, tube sheets, header bars) into a
plate-fin recuperator is shown in Figure 4 -1.	 This stacking procedure is
preceded by chemical cleaning of all detail parts and placement of the 0.001-
in. (0.002-cm) Palniro 1 brazing foil on each side of the tube sheets.
Brazing of the modules was accomplished in a vacuum furnace using a
graphite brazing fixture with bellows (Figure 4-2) to exert the necessary
pressure on the stacked module to ensure the close fin-to-tube-sheet and
header-to-tube-sheet contact required for obtaining acceptable brazing joints.
. After- the necessary proof pressu re and herium leakage testing, the header bars
on the module we-e end milted to a common plane (Figures 4-3 and 4-4) for the
step brazing operation that attached the sea! plate assembly (sea] plate,
mounting bracket (if required), and manifold weld strips to the module.	 Dur-
ing the milling operation, Eraycote 202 was placed in the fin openings to
prevent contamination from entering the core module. 	 The brazing alloy,
0.001-in.- (0.002-cm) thick Palniro RE brazing alloy foil, was preplaced at
the various brazing joint locations by spot tacking. The brazing of the
seal plate assembly was accomplished in a vacuum furnace with graphite fix-
turing as shown in Figure 4-5; the brazed cssembly is shown in Figure 4-6.
The two modules with the mounting brackets attached to the seal plates
exhibited external leakage from underneath the seal plate in the area of the
mounting bracket. The leakage was from the high-pressure circuit at a rate
of 2.5 and 44 cc/min with a nitrogen pressure of 100 psig. The seal plate
was welded to the side plates and no external or internal leakage was detected
from either of the two modules during a 100-psig leak check. 	 Subsequent to
welding the seal plate to the side plate, a Stresscoat test was pe r formed on
the seal plates of both modules.	 No indications of highly stressed areas were
{	 visible on the seal plates, verifying that no unacceptable unbrazed areas
existed in those areas pressurized by Lhe leak. 	 The two modules without the
seal plate exhibited no external leakage either before or after welding the
seal plates to the side plates.
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Figure 4-6. Recuperator
Module After Palniro RE Step Brazing
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1The final Sequence in fabricating the recuperator module s, into an integral
assembly was to weld the individual modules together with bleed tubes at the
module interfaces, and attach the manifold assemblies. The completed assembly
is shown in Figure 4-7.	 The weight of the completed assembly was 348 lb.
The BHXU-Alternate recuperator fabrication effort was completed success-
fully. The only major problem encountered was in the second brazing cycle of
the first core module, at which time a proof pressure test revealed interpass
	
t
leakage that was not present prior to this brazing cycle. The core module was
sectioned, and it was found that a piece of the silicon carbide from the grind-
ing wheel had entered the core module and lodged in the fin after the first, but
prior to the second brazing cycle. The gold from the brazing alloy and the
silicon from the grinding wheel formed a low melting point eutectic alloy that
was so aggressive at the Palniro RE brazing temperature it eroded the tube
sheet. A summary of the metallographic examination of the core module and
corrective fabrication procedures is presented in Appendix B.
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHAi4GER FA3R I CATION
	
The fabrication of the 2016 finned tube heat sink heat exchanger was con- 	 1!
sidered a difficult task because of the exceptionally high quality brazing
necessary to meet the helium leakage requirements and the difficult assembly
operaC ons required because of the copper-finned tubes. The heat sink heat
exchanger fabrication effort was preceded by an investigation into the tolerances
needed for brazing the finned tube into the header plates, nickel manifolds,
and return bends to satisfy the prodlem statement. A discussion of this
investigation is presented in Appendix C.
Detail Part Fabrication
The detail part fabrication effort basically consisted of forminq sheet
metal parts, with the exception of the two configurations of copper-finned
tubes and the machined header plates. 	 These two items are discussed below.
Copper-Finned Tube Fabrication
The copper-finned tubes purchased from Thermal Transfer, Inc., were fab-
ricated by winding 0.003-in.- (0.008-cm) thick oxygen-free copper strip in
a helical pattern on a nickel-plated 347 stainless steel tube to obtain a fin
density of 30 fins/in. (76.2 fpc).	 Several trial runs to establish a brazing
cycle were made in a continuous hydrogen brazing furnace. Figures 4-8 and 4-9
show the metallographic examination of the fin-to-.ube joint on both sizes of
tubing brazed with the 90 Cu-10 Sn brazing alloy at 1800O F (1250K). The
metallographic examination showed that the fin-to-tube and the turbulator-to-
tube joints were adequate, and that some liquid passage blockage by the
brazing alloy could occur. Since the heat sink heat exchanger is a series
circuit, each of the brazed tube assemblies was subjected to a flow test
(Figure 4-10).	 The criterion for acceptance of a tube from flow consideration
was to take the nominal flow rate through each tube , accepting a minimum of
30 percent less than nominal flow at a given inlet pressure. To minimize
unit pressure drop, the tubes in the flow range of nominal to 80 percent of
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Figure 4-8.	 Photomicrographs of the Small-Diameter (5/32 -in. OD)
Chopper-Finned Tube Showing the Fin-to-Tube Braze Joint
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Figure 4-10.	 Finned Tube Air Flow Isothermal Pressure
Drop Test Setup
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nominal were used in the assembly, with the tubes in the flow range of 70 to
80 percent of nominal used as backup hardware. Tubes with a flow of less than
70 percent of nominal were rejected. The tubes passing the air flow test were
subjected to a helium ieakage test (Figure 4-11). The ends of the copper
finned tubes were swaged after heing accepted in the helium leakage and air
flow tests.	 The 5/32-in.- (0.397-cm) and 3/16-in.- (0.477-cm) diameter tL!bes
were swaged to 0.'.55/0.154 in. (0.394/0.391 cm) and 0.187/0.186 in.
(0.475/0.473 cm), respectively.
2.	 Header Plate Fabrication
The header- plates were fabricated from 347 stainless steel plate stock.
The 456 holes 0.189/0.188-in. (0.480/0.478-cm) in diameter and the 1560 holes
0.157/0.156-in. (0.399/0.397-cm) in diameter were drilled undersize and broached
to the high end of the final tole diameter in order to account for the 0.0004-
to 0.0002-in.- (0.0010- to 0.0005-cm) thick nickel plating placed on the header
plate after the b,-oaching of the holes.
Heat Sink Heat Exchanger Assembly
The 2016 finned tube heat sink heat exchanger core assembly detail
parts were cleaned by vapor degreasing, and Freon wiped as required on the
brazing joint locations.	 The silver-based brazing alloy BA9-8a was preplaced
in wire form in the counter bo. • es of the header plates, return bends, and
Nickel 200 manifold assemblies. The top header plate was moved into position
simultaneously on all of the 2016 copper finned tubes. An additional preformed
brazing alloy ring was placed on the outside of the header plate but on the
copper finned tubes as shown in Figure 4-12. The Nickel 200 manifolds and the
return bends were then positioned onto the copper finned tubes. 	 Figure 4-13
shows the 2016 copper finned tube core module after completion of the stacking
operation.
The heat sink heat exchanger was fired at 12000 F, enclosed within a titan-
ium shield in an argon atmosphere furnace to remove as many contaminants as
possible that would impair the brazing operation. 	 The assembly subsequently
was heated to 1500°F twice fcr brazing. A visual examination of the assembly
after the first brazing cycle revealed unbrazed tube-to-header joints in one
location only. Visual examination of the brazed assembly after the second
brazing cycle indicated no braze voids.
A low-pressure nitrogen leak test of the liquid side indicated four return
bend-to-finned-tube leaks on only one side of the assembly. These leaks were
repaired with AMS 4771 by using a torch brazing technique. The brazed assembly
indicated no visible leakage when taken to the full proof pressure of 300 psig
with nitrogen while submerged under water. The tube-to-header braze joints
were not nitrogen leak checked at this time because there were no pans over the
return bends. The liquid side of the 2016 finned tube heat sink heat exchanger
was helium leak checked with the helium leakage rate less than 1 x 10-10scc/sec.
A pan was attached to each of the two header plates to verify the integrity
of the tube-to-header joint. The !ube-to-header joints on the header plate
i III
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Figure 4-11.	 Finned Tube 'helium Leakage Test Setup
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Figure 4-13. Heat Sink Heat Exchanger Assembly Stacked for Brazing
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opposite the manifolds had a helium I,2akage rate less than 1 x 10 -10 s cc/sec ,
4	
while the tube-to-header joints on the other header plate had leakage. The
leakage area was located by pressurizing the pan to 30 psig and placing the
assembly under water. A section of the pan was removed and visual examination
revealed one questionable tube-to-header braze joint. This joint was alloyed
with ASTM 1.5S (1.5, Ag, 97.5,' Pb, 1.0	 Sn) solder- and Lloyd's stainless steel
solder flux, and 'heated to 6500 F in an argon retort. After completion of the
repair- procedure, no visual leakage was observed when a 30-psig nitrogen
underwater leak check was performed on the cube-to-header joints. A subse-
quent helium leakage test indicated the helium leakage rate to be less than
1 x 10 -10 scc/sec.
It
	
	
In surrvnary, the 2016 finned tube heat sink heat exchanger was brazed with
a very high degree of success. Only 4 out of 4032 return band-to-tube joints
require' repair with AMS 4771 braze alloy, and only 1 out of 4032 tube-to-
header plate joints required repair with ASTM 1.5S solder. The fabrication of
the heat sink heat exchanger was completed with pans and the welded tie rod
assembly attached to the finned tube assembly.
9	 BHXU-Alternate System Final Assembly
The completed recuperator and heat sink heat exchanger were placed in the
assembly fixture for final fabrication. The heat exchanger assembly was pres-
sure tested after the two assemblies were welded into an integral heat exchan-
ger- package with the transition sections and pan assemblies as shown in Figure
4-14. The recuperator high-pressure passages were hydrostatically proof pres-
sure tested at 335 psig and then leak checked under water at a nitrogen pressure
of 100 psig.	 No leakage was observed during either test. 	 The liquid side of
the heat sink heat exchanger was proof pressure tested at 300 psig and also
leak checked under water with nitrogen at 100 psig. No leakage was observed
during either test.
The low-pressure side of the heat exchanger system was hydrostatically
proof pressure tested at 300 psig. Leaks were observed on the liquid manifold
side of the heat sink heat exchanger. The manufacturing leak test pan covering
the return bends was removed in order that the tube-to-header braze joint leaks
could be located. The unit was pressurized to 100 psig with nitrogen and ten
tube-to-header brazing joint leaks were located underneath the liquid manifold
on the downstream (gas) end of the assembly. Subsequently, the leak test pan
covering the return bends on the opposite side of the heat sink heat exchanger
was removed (Figure 4-15) and a 100-psig nitrogen leak test showed five tube-
to-header brazing joint leaks in the outer downstream (gas) tube row.
S	 The tube-to-header brazing joint leaks in the heat sink heat exchanger
occurred due to welding the transition section to the heat sink heat exchanger.
In addition to the heat effect during the attachment of the transition
section to the heat sink heat exchanger, it was found that gussets located
k	 inside the manufacturing leak test pans had been bearing on the downstream
t (gas) liquid circuit manifold and some return bends. The gussets caused one
0.050-in. indentation (Figures 4-16 and 4-17) in the downstream (gas) liquid
manifold and 0.015- to 0.005-in. indentations at seven other locations in both
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Figure 4-14.	 BliXii-Alternate Heat Exchanger
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Figure 4-17. Closeup of Indented Return BeAs
on the Heat Sink Heat Exchanger
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of the liquid circuit manifolds.	 The leak test pan gussets on the side
opposite the liquid circuit manifolds caused a 0.050-in. indentation in two
return bends and 0.015- to 0.005-in. indentations in eight other return bends.
An ASTM 1.5S solder repair cycle on the heat exchanger assembly was used
to repair- the tube-to-header brazing joint leaks. The procedure for repair
was basically the same as for the repair of the one tube-to-header brazing
joint leak found previously on the heat sink heat exchanger assembly. The
welded heat exchanger assembly was brazed in an inclined position because of
space restraints inside the atmosphere furnace. The ASTM 1.5S (600 o F) sol-
der was placed adjacent to the ends of the finned tubes in a horseshoe type
shape.
The assembly was cleaned, alloyed, and soldered at 650°F in an argon
atmos p here. The joints under the nickel manifold showed no visible leakage
under water when pressurized to 100 psig (nitrogen). The tube-to-header joint
leaks on the side opposite the nickel manifold (downward gravity side) still
showed five leaks when pressurized to 100 psig (nitrogen) and observed under
water. The five remaining leak areas were cleaned, alloyed (SN 63), and
soldered at 425OF in an atmosphere (argon) retort. The fixture for holding
the assembly during the soldering cycle appears in Figure 4-18, which shows
the assembly during leak testing.
The unit was subjected to a 100-psig nitrogen leak test and then hydro-
statically proof pressure tested (all flow circuits). No visible leakage or
deformation was observed during these pressure test operations. The assembly
was Freon cleaned prior to helium leak testing, with the following leak test
results:
(a) External leakage (bagged): 6.7 x 10 -7 scc/sec
(b) Internal leakage recuperator (30 psi AP):	 less than 1 x 10 -10 scc/sec
(c) Internal leakage heat sink heat exchanger (30 psi 6P): 	 less than
1 x 10 -10 scc/sec.
The machining of the mounting pads and installation of the bellows and
ducting subsequently was completed, and the unit hydrostatically proof pres-
sure tested and helium leak tested. The completed heat exchanger and ducting
assembly is presented in Figure 4-19.
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1	 Figure 4-18.	 Leak "jesting of the BHXU-Alternate Assembly.
(The assembly is installed in the fixture
used for the retort solder repair cycles).
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APPENJIX A
BELLOWS DESIGN AND VENDOR SELECTION
FOR THE BHXU-ALTERNATE SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
In he BHXU-Alternate recuperator, the operating pressures for each duct
are considerably higher than in the original BHXU Fngine B.	 This required the
bellows convolutes to be sr!bstantially thicker for the BHXI-Alternate than the
BHXU and the utilization of a single bellows for each duct would have led to
excessive stresses due to thermal movements and excessive stiffness in the
bellows. A successful design solution was effected by using three hinged bel-
lows in each of the three duct connections.	 In this way the ducting was made
to operate as a linkage system, where each bellows provided a rotational hinge
point. The internal hinge connection in the bellows made the bellows self-
sufficient for absorbing 'he pressure thrust loads. 	 By use of this design,
the effective thermal movement on each bellows unit was reduced to acceptable
limits, and the effective stiffness of the linkage system was kept well below
the maximum acceptable values.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
.)	 Bellows Design
t bellows design was established and specifications were determined for a
nine-bellows system, three bellows in each of the ducts connecting the BHXU-
Alternate and the BRU. The bellows were of the link type that provide rotation
about any axis.	 The link was inside the bellows and, in addition to providing
rotation capability, it supported the axial internal pressure forces.
The pressure-balanced, link-type bellows were selected for the duct system
because (1) a single, unbalanced, shear, and deflection type could not be used
in the high-temperature section between the turbine and the recuperator, and
(2) use of pressure-balanced bellows in all ducts eliminates the heat exchanger
O	 pressure unbalance loads and simplifies the support system for the package.
The 6-in. oellows pressure containment design of 65 psi at. 1187 0 F requires a
convolute height and thickness that precludes satisfying both buckling and
thermal load requirements with a single bellows. The buckling pressure that
determines maximum allowable bellows length for a given geometry is the 200-psi
shutdown pressure following 800O F maximum turbine outlet temperature conditions.
Alternate bellows design incorporating two bellows of various configurations
in the 6-in. duct required at least one shear-type bellows. Designs incorpo-
rating the shear type experienced limitations similar to the single shear and
deflection type and did not lead to a reduced package compared to the selected
system.	 Furthermore, the use of identical sets of bellows in each duct (or
for use in more than one duct) permitted use of three designs as opposed to
selecting several types and geometries tailored to each duct requirement and
bellows location.
t.)
A-1
A summary of thermal deflections and resultant bellows rotations is
provided in Table A-1 for a nine-unit system with the layout shown in drawing
SK 51738. The bellows are lettered consecutively starting from the heat
exchanger end of each of the three ducts. The link of bellows G, not shown
in the layout, was placed 6 in. from. the link of bellows H, which is shown,
in the straight duct section at the low-pressure gas outlet of the heat sink
heat exchanger. The operating conditions that determine movements for
each bellows system are also listed in Table A-l. The geometrical relations
between the input deflections and the bellows rotations are shown in Figure A-1,
as well as the general case for a three-point link system with the link at one
end constrained and thermal deflections applied to the other end. 	 Figure A-2
shows the geometry of the 6-in. turbine outlet duct from SK 51738 with the X
and Z thermal deflection inputs listed in Table A-1. 	 Bellows B has the highest
rotation so it will govern the thermal stress design if three identical bellows
are used. Thermal motions in the Y-direction will generally be accommodated
by the pair of bellows in each duct closest to the heat exchanger. This per-
mits location of a support strut on the movable duct section adjacent to the
BRU (L I section in Figure A-1) if required to support inertia loads in the
Y-axis. The Y-axis thermal motions have a minor i nfluence on maximum bellows
rotation since they are smaller rotations, and they are 90 deg to motions.
resulting from X and Z deflections. The combined equations for the turbine
outlet duct with the Y-movements causing a rotation, - y are
GB = V (_t'^l  + L62) 2 + 62Y
6c	 L'I
A summary of the design conditions for each of the three bellows is pro-
vided in Table A-2.	 Material properties and the design criteria for pres-
sure containment are based on AiResearch Report 69-5938• For the Hastelloy
X bellows, calculations were required to determine which of the operating
conditions would be most severe. The most severe pressure conditions occur
at 65 psi and 1187 0 F for 50,000-hr life whereas maximum thermal stresses,
limited by 1.5 times the material yield strength, are determined for the
1241 O F turbine outlet temperature.
	 The criterion that combined pressure
and thermal stresses be less than twice the material yield strength is shown
for the Hastelloy X bellows but does not affect the design since maximum
pressure and thermal stresses at 1187 0 1' are 12,000 and 59,000 psi, respec-
tively, ­hen the separate conditions are satisfied.
	 The 347 steel unit!
are governed by the maximum operating pressures of 222 and 200 psi at shut-
down and the estimated maximum operating temperature of 440 O F resulting
from soak conditions after 1241 O F turbine outlet operations.
	
Design (mini-
mum) buckling pressure is based on the maximum operating pressure times a
safety factor of 3. Allowable bending stresses are listed in Table .A-2,
since in bellows design they are more critical than tensile stresses.
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+AX, relative thermal
deflection in X
— +AZ, relative thermal
deflection in Z
L2
	
9.
Ax cos 9 2 + pZ sin 92
CAI -
	 L I sin (-9 1 + 92)
-,'X cos 9 1 - GZ s in 91
X92 -	 L2 sin ( -9 1 + ^2 .
S-59477
Figure A- l.	 General Geometrical Motions of Three-Link Bellows
Systems in the X-Z Plane
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Turbine Outlet Duct Movements in the X-Z Plane
Based on SK 51738 for 1241°F Operating Conditions
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TABLE A-2
BELLOWS DESIGN CONDITIONS
Pipe	 Section
Turbine Compressor Compressor
Outlet, Outlet, Inlet,
Design	 Conditions Hastelloy	 X 347	 Steel 347	 Steel
Pressure Temperature,	 O F 11187 440 440
Pressure,	 psi 65 222 200
Allowable	 bending 12,000 32,500 32,500
stress,	 psi
Buckling	 temperature, 800 440 440
of
Buckling	 pressure,	 psi 600 666 600
(safety
	 factor	 of	 3'-
Thermal Temperature,	 O F 1,241 440 440
Allowable	 thermal	 bend- 59,000 65,000 65,000
ing	 stress,	 psi
Combined Temperature,	 °F 11187 440 440
pressure
Allowable combined bend- 79,000 65,000 65,000
and
t lie rma 1
ing	 stress,	 psi
BRU flange Shear,	 lb 150 300 300
load
	
limi-
Axial,	 lb 150 200 200
tat.ions
Moment,	 i n . - 1 b 1,000 2, 000 2,000
It
S
load limitations in Table A-2 are listed in NASA Lewis letter 5221 of
February 20, 1970 (G. N. Kaykaty of NASA Lewis to E. W. Gellersen of
Ai Research).
Bellows specifications based on the data in Tables A-1 and A-2 are
provided for the turbine outlet duct, compressor outlet duct, and compressor 	 ?
inlet duct in Tables A-3, A-4, and A-5, respectively. 	 Required rotations
noted in the specifications include a 1.25 factor on the maximum rotations
for each bellows type in Table A-1. The limits on moment to rotate the
bellows may exceed the allow--ble momen?s in Table A-2 since the maximur.
bellows rotation does not occur on the bellows adjacent to the BRU. Allow-
able stresses are tabulated for the turbine outlet duct (Table A-3); however,
they are noted for 1290O F rather than making the more accurate distinction
in Table A-2.
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TABLE A-3
TURBINE OUTLET DUCT 6-IN•-DIA BELLOWS
---
i
I -F 	TOTAL LENGTH
MATERIAL
BELLOWS TO BE AT LEAST 2-PLY
CONSTRUCTION
BELLOWS MUST HAVE INTERNAL LINK
TO REACT INTERNAL PRESSURE
FORCE
k
Q	 MATCHING DUCT DIAMETER.
TOTAL LENGTH
LINER REQUIRED- ID
OPERATING TE`1°ERATURE
DESIGN LIFE
h >^	 WORKING PRESSURE
REQUIRED ROTATION
MOMENT TO ROTATE BELLOWS
USE HIGH TEMPERA'"URE
E	 MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
ALLOWAB'-E STRESSES A 7 1290°F
0
MAXIMUM HOOP STRESS DUE TO
INTERNAL PRESSURE
MAXIMUM PRESSURE-BENDING
€	 STRESS
THERMAL STRESS DUE TO APPLIED
ROTATION
HELIUM LEAKAGE
REi ERENCE
1
s
cl
- HASTELLOY X
6.00 IN• OD X 0.035 IN.-WALL
= 6.00 IN• MAXIMUM. ACTIVE LENGTH
_= 4.0 IN.
= 5 . 70 IN•
- 1290°F
5 YEARS
65 PSI AT 1290 0 F, 200 PSI AT 800°F
0.072 RADIANS
1 000 IN.-LB
8000 PSI
12,000 PSI
59,000 PSI
200 PSI TO BE LESS THAN I x 10 8
ATMOSPHERIC CC/SEC ROOM TEMPERATURE
AIRESEARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING 185692
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TABLE A-4
COMPRESSOR OUTLET DUCT 3-1/2-IN.-DIA BELLOWS)
-TOTAL LENGTH
MATERIAL
BELLOWS TO BE AT LEAST 2-PLY
CONSTRUCTION
BELLOWS MUST HAVE INTERNAL LINK
TO REACT INTERNAL PRESSURE
FORCE
MATCHING DUCT SIZE
TOTAL LENGTH
LINER REQUIRED, ID
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
WORKING PRESSURE
REQUIRED ROTATION
MOMENT-TO-ROTATE BELLOWS
CYCLE LIFE
PROOF PRESSURE
BURST PRESSURE
HELIUM LEAKAGE AT
REFERENCE
TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL
= 3.50 IN. OD X 0.035-IN. WALL
= 4.00 IN. MAXIMUM' ACTIVE LENGTH
= 2.50 IN. MAXIMUM
3.30 IN.
= 440°F
= 222 PSI
= 0.056 RADIANS
< 2000 IN.-LB
1000
= 333 PSI
555 PSI
222 PSI TO BE LESS THAN I X 10 8
ATMOSPHERIC CC/SEC
AIRESEARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING 185694
S
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TABLE A-5
0
COMPRESSOR INLET DUCT 4-IN.-DIA BELLOWS
TOTAL LENGTH
II
I()
IC
I^
MATERIAL
BELLOWS MUST BE AT LEAST 2-PLY
CONSTRUCTION
BELLOWS MUST HAVE INTERNAL LINK
TO REACT INTERNAL PRESSURE
FORCE
MATCHING DUCT SIZE
TOTAL LENGTH
LINER REQUIRED, ID
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
REQUIRED ROTATION
MOMENT-TO-ROTATE BELLOWS
CYCLE LIFE
WORKING PRESSURE
PROOF PRESSURE
BURST PRESSURE
HELIUM LEAKAGE AT
REFERENCE
- TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL
4.00 IN. OD X 0.035-IN. WALL
4.00 IN. MAXIMUM. ACTIVE LENGTH
2.5 IN.
3.75 IN.
440°F
0.019 RADIANS
2000 1.3-IN.
1000
200 PSI
300 PSI
500 PSI
200 PSI TO BE LESS THAN I X 10-8
ATMOSPHERIC CC/SEC
AIRESEARCH SOURCE CONTROL DRAWING 185693
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After presentation of the package layout drawing SK 51738 at the
coordination meeting, it was requested that alternate packages be investigated
that would (1) simplify the low-pressure inlet duct, and (2) make the overall
package more compact. The following discussion presents some alternates con-
sidered; however, the maximum benefit achieved is removal of the turning vanes
and multiple bends in the low-pressure inlet duct.
	
Use of a right-angle turn
rather than the multiple bends would require the following alterations to the
package:	 (1) elimination of the turbine outlet spool piece, and (2) incorpo-
ration of the turbine outlet duct transition into the liner of the bellows
adjacent to the turbine. With these two changes, approximately a -45 -deg
angle occurs for the link between bellows B and C ( - 31.5 deg in SK 51738) and
a 0-deg angle is obtained between bellows A and B (33.6 deg in SK 51738).
With L1 - 9.9 in. and L 2 = 1 1.6 in., all conditions are satisfied with the
bellows design in Table A-6, and the distance between the BRU and heat
exchangers is reduced by about 2 in.
A further reduction in package size could be achieved with the use of a
duct and bellows material with a lower coefficient of thermal expansion and/or
a higher strength.	 Candidate materials with lower thermal expansion coeffi-1
cients than Hastelloy X are Hastelloy C and Inconel 625, with reduction in
movement of about 9 and 4 percent, respectively. Use of Hastelloy C in place
of Hastelloy X in the 90 -deg turn, using only the change in thermal expansion
coefficient, results in a required L 2 of 10.1 in., which is 1.5 in. shorter
than in SK 51737. A reduction in the package also would be realized if the
pressure stress allowable could be increased from the 12,000 -psi value for
Hastelloy X.	 Creep data was obtained for Hastelloy C, Hastelloy C276 (modified
Hastelloy C), Inconel 625, and Haynes 188 that indicated all four alloys were
stronger than Hastelloy X (up to about 25 percent with Hastelloy C and
Inconel 625).	 The 1-percent creep data available for the alternate alloys is
inadequate for a valid comparison for the 50,000 -hr life, however, because no
extended duration test data has been obtained.	 (Extended duration in this 	 s
case is about 1000 hr in the case of Hastelloy X.) 	 The effect on the package
for a 25- percent increase in allowable stress can be estimated with no change
in thermal expansion or yield strength properties (both of which also are
favorably changed). A bellows with a convolution height of 0.26 in. can be used
with the same thickness 10.01 in. per ply). 	 The minimum thermal stress will
be a 216,000- psi/unit deflection with a maximum of 16 convolutes allowed
to satisfy buckling requirements. A length L 2 of 9.6 in. can be used, which
is a 2-in reduction from the SK 51738 package. While these reductions would
be desirable, a material change recommendation is not warranted due to the
uncertainty in material strength.
Structural Analysis
The bellows design stress criteria incorporated improved creep damage
estimates based on recent work by Spera on combined creep and fatigue damage
for the elevated temperature bellows design.
	 The design criteria considered
fatigue damage based on current prediction methods that relate life to plastic
strain range; however, creep damage was indirectly considered by avoiding re-
peating cycles with creep relaxation and, hence, the associated accumulated
A-12
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TABLE A-6
HASTELLOY X BELLOWS DESIGN
FOR TURBINE OUTLET DUCT
Allowable
Item Design Factors or	 Required
Bellows Inside	 diameter,	 in.	 5.9 --
geometry
Convolute	 height,	 in.	 0.23 --
Number of convolutes	 19 --
Active	 length,	 in.	 3.3 --
Number of ply	 3 2
Thickness	 per
	
ply,	 in.	 0.01 --
Bellows Axial	 spring	 rate,	 lb/'n.	 1,520 --
properties
Rotational	 spring	 rate,	 31,600 --
1b/in.
Thermal	 stress
	
per unit	 237,000 --
deflection,	 psi/in.
Buckling	 pressure,	 Psi	 617 600
safety	 factor of 3
Maximum Pressure,	 psi	 bending,	 12,000 12,000
bellows 1	 1 87 °1=
stresses Therma l, 	psi	 bending,	 50,000 59,000
1241 °F'
^
Combined pressure and	 59,000 '	 79,000
thermal,	 psi	 !;bending,
1187°F
Turbine	 flange Shear,	 lb	 6 150
loads
	
X-Z
Axial,	 lb	 55 150
plane
Moment,	 lb-in.	 600 1.000
A-13
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creep damage. Hastelloy X creep behavior at 1340 O F wos estimated, and the
results provided a modified design criteria for the 100-cycle and 50,000-hr
life requirements.
Operating cycles that include damage during load application and sustained
strains were considered. 	 These sustained strains arise from pressure loads
and long duration (steady-state) deflection stresses set up by temperature
differences between components.
	 The calculations were based on Hastelloy X
creep properties at 13401F and tensile properties at 1240 oF. The maximum
operating temperature is 1241 1F; however, as discussed in Report 68-4215, creep
properties include a 100 oF overtemperature capability.
The calculations showed that damage during the load cycle was negligible,
but that damage due to repeated sustained strains that relax out would gener-
ally be unacceptable.	 Deflection stresses or combined pressure and deflection
stresses would relax to approximately the creep rupture stress for 50,000 hr.
Since repeated relaxation damage is unacceptable, an operating cycle that
results in a repeating stress equal to the maximum pressure stress must be
achieved.	 Th ; s can be accomplished by limiting either thermal stresses or
comhined pressure and thermal stresses to the sum of material yield plus the
allowable pressure stress for 50,000 hr as illustrated in Figure A-3.	 Relaxa-
t'on occurs on only the first load cycle and the predicted 1- to 2-percent life
reduction *, s not of suff i cient magnitude to warrant further modification of
the pressu re stress criteria.
The resulting design criteria f or direct stresses at elevated
temperatures where creep is a factor are:
Pressure;	 o /1.5
y
0 all l	 -	 Ju/2.5
P
10lo in 50,000 hr/1.2
min	
'
0
50,000 hr rupture/1.5
Thermal:
alll thermal	 Jy	 g al li p
Combined pressure and thermal:
g all c	 O 
all thermal
An allowance of 100°F is provided for overtemperature capability and when
bending stresses are considered, the above stresses are multiplied by a
factor of 1.5
	
(see discussion in report 68-4215).
1
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1241"F HASTELLOY X PROPERTIES
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Y
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Figure A -3.
	
	
!',ximum Stress Level to Avoid Repeating Thermal Stress
Relaxation (Ideal Elastic-Plastic Stress-Strain Behavior)
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At room temperatures, where creep is not a factor, the allowable direct
pressure stresses are;
j /1.5
^a ll l Ip	 min	 y o /2.n
u
and a 1.5 multiple of the above is allowed for bending. 	 For deflection
stresses caused by thermal differentials, an acceptable plastic strain range
for a computed life of 400 cycles is required to satisfy the 100-cycle design
life.
The above room temperature criteria are unchanged from those previously
used.	 The modified elevated temperature criteria result in changes in the
allowables that involve thermal stresses.
Calculation Procedure
Material creep rate, e, and rupture life, t r , behavior were related to
stress by power law relations using available engineering property data for
Hastelloy X. These relations are;
e = F a Q	 (A-1)
_Q
t r = A a
	 (A-2)
The damage/cycle due to relaxation at constant strain is
DY	 o r /AFE	 (A-j)
where 
7r 
is the amount of stress relaxation computed by equation (A-1). The
damage pr:r cycle is obtained from equation (A-2), and the Robinson-Tiara
expression
It
6^ _	 d t
t
.o	 r
The product. AF, is about 0.11 and the elastic modulus is 21,500,000 psi. so
for a relaxation from a y ield of 39 ksi to a pressure stress of 8 ksi (direct
stresses. equivalent in bending, 58 ksi and 12 ksi), the damage is 0.013, or
1.3 percent.
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Colic Iutiions
The procurement specifications for the four bellows contiyurations are
shown in Table A-7. The data initially was supplied to several vendors and
responses were received from three companies. the proposed bellows designs
were analyzed using the AiResearch Bellows Str,.as Analysis Program (X0310);
pertinent results are presented in Table A-8. As shown in the table, all
bellows were inadequate for pressure containment and most were insufficient
for squirm buckling.	 It should be noted that the stress limitation prescribed
for the 3-1/2-in. and the 4-in. bellows was 27,600 psi in the procurement
specifications.	 !t was determined that the portion of the bellows exposed to
maximum stress was extremely localized and that the Type 347 stainless steel
used for these convolutes will undergo cyclic strain-hardening during usage.
Accordingly, the allowable stress due to pressure effects was raised to
32.500 psi.
After the first three vendor designs had been reviewed and analyzed with
unsatisfactory results, two other companies, the Metal Bellows Corporation
®	 and Aeroquip Corporation, were solicited. Neither was among the three vendors
ir,. cated in Table A-8. AiResearch has had good success with the products of
both companies in the past, and Aeroquip supplied the bellows for the original
BHXU Engine B system. At the time of the first procurement effort, Metal
Bellows Corporation declined to bid due to a current excess of commitments.
Aeroquip inadvertently had submitted only a partial response to the procure-
ment and wzs declared nonresponsive. Both companies responded promptly with
complete designs on this second effort.
Table A-9 presents the results of AiResearch analyses of all the Aeroquip
Corporation and Metal Bzllows Co r poration bellows. All were found to be satis-
factory for pressure stresses, ':hernial stresses, combined pressure plus ther:Iial
O	 stresses, and squirm buckling c ,3pabiIity; in fact, the computed stresses forthe 6- in. , 4- in. , and 3-1/2- in. bel lows are wi thin 10 percent of each other.
It was concluded that the designs from both vendors were structurally acceptable
for this application.
Aeroquip Corporation was selected as the bellows vendor by competitive
bidding. The bellows assemblies received for the BHXU-A system are shown in
Figure A-4.
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	 APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF THE METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION
OF THE BHXU-ALTERNATE CORE MODULE
INTRODUCTION
t)	 '
The first recuperator core module was brazed with Palniro RE (20250F)
0380K), to attach the seal plate_ to the ground header bars. A pressure
test showed three areas of interpass leakage in the core at low pressure
(10-20 psig). The three areas of leakage had interpass leakages of 2.0, 0.2,
and 0.9 liters/min at a pressure of 20 psig. The total equivalent leakage
(assuming sonic flow through the leak area) for a helium-xenon operating
system would be a bypass leakage of 0.01 percent, which would not seriously
degrade system performance; however, since the cause of the interpass leakage
was unknown, the leakage rate could increase during long-terns operation
(50,000 hr) of the recuperator. The core module was sectioned to determine
the cause of the leakage. A secondary examination was made of the braze
L'	 joint quality and the effect of welding over brazing alloy.
INTERPASS LEAKAGE ANALYSIS
The core module was sectioned to determine the cause of the leakage.
Figure B-1 illustrates a typical leak area just inside the offset fin in the
high-pressure passage of the core. This type of leak was typical at both the
inlet and outlet ends.	 Photomicrographs of the tube plate erosion are seen
in Figure B-2. The photomicrographs show the silicon carbide (SiC) particle
alloyed with the tube plate and the brazing alloy. An interpass leak area is
visible adjacent to the SiC particle. 	 Further testing with Hastelloy X coupons
0	 brazed with Palniro 1 and Palniro RE confirmed alloying of the gold and thesilicon, which formed a chemically modified Palniro 1 brazing alloy that was
aggressive and eroded the Hastelloy X tube sheet. Photomicrographs showed
that the microstructure of the test coupons was the same as the sample taken
from the core module. This also was substantiated by an electron microprobe
analysis.	 This interaction between the gold braze alloy, Hastelloy X, and SiC
was unobserved until the metallurgical analysis revealed the cause of the inter-
pass leakage.
The samples submitted for microprobe analysis identified the elements
present in the neighborhood of the particle. 	 Spot scans illustrated that the
major constituents were gold, palladium, nickel, iron, chromium, molybdenum,
(originating from the Palniro 1 brazing alloy or the Hastelloy X material),
silicon, and carbon.	 Radiographic images were made that shuwed the metallurgi-
cal phases present were a primiary gold constituent in a gold-silicon eutectic
(see Figures B-3 ,
 B-4, and B-5).
Discussion
o	
The presence of silicon and carbon elements adjacent to the particle
indicated that the foreign body was a piece of silicon carbide. 	 This silicon
carbide had reacted with the gold base brazing alloy to form a gold-silicon
B-1
I
_I
TUBE PLATE
— SiC PARTICLE
r
r
Magnification X16
a. Location:	 9th High Pressure Passage
Magnification X16
b.	 Location:	 10th High Pressure Passage	 F-13973
Figure B-1.	 Particle Contamination Shown at Two
Locations (Plan View of Tube Plate)
B-2
a.	 Overall View	 Magnification X100
b.	 Close-Up of Particle	 Magnification X180
Figure B-2.	 Photomicrograph of Erosion Area 	
F-13974
B-3
X400
Fi ure B -L1.
v
,-Kay Image Showing Loca-
tion of Silicon (White
Spots)
4
X400
Figure B-5
X-Ray Image Showing Loca-
tion of Gold (White Spots)
F-14198
Figure B-3.	 X400
Photomicrograph Showing
Area Examined by Micro-
probe Analysis
B-4
rK
eutectic, which has a melting point of 665 O F (630 K).	 In turn, the eutectic
alloy reacted with the Hastelloy X to cause severe erosion, resulting in com-
plete penetration of the tube sheet.
The silicon carbide particles were introduced during grinding between the
two brazing operations. Although the inlet and outlet orifices were masked to
prevent ingress of foreign material, such a preventative measure did not prove
to be effective.
Conclusions
Silicon carbide particles were responsib;e for zausing the interpass
leakage through the Hastelloy-X tube sheets. These particles were introduced
into the passes during a grinding operation prior to step brazing with the
Palniro RE brazing alloy.
The particles became trapped in the fin-tube sheet joint, and reacted
with the Palniro 1 brazing alloy to form a low Welting point gold-silicon
Q	 eutectic.	 The eutectic in turn severely eroded the Hastelloy-X, resulting in
complete penetration of the tube sheet.
The following recommendations are made:
(a) A more effective method of sealing the inlet and outlet orifices
should be used so that the ingress of foreign particles is prevented.
(b) Methods other than grinding should be considered for removing the
0.040 in. (0.102 cm) of stock from the header bar.
Subsequent Fabrication Techniques
0
The header bar machining difficulties were resolved by using the same end
mill machining techniques for the enli-e header bar face of the module that
were used to machine the grinding wheel runout areas on core modules 1 and 2.
The only difference in the two machining procedures was the use of a 0.75-in.-
(1.9-cm) diameter end mill for the machining of the entire surface whereas
0.25-in.- (0.63-cm) diameter end mill was used for the machining of the
grinding wheel runout areas.
The Anocut process also was investigated for machining the header bar
face. The process attacked the braze alloy more aggressively than the
Hastelloy X material and left salt deposits in the core matrix.	 These results
()	 made the process less attractive than end milling and it was eliminated from
further consideration.
Braycote 202 grease was packed into the inlet and outlet areas of the
core to prevent foreign particles from entering the core during the header
bar machining process. The Braycote 202 material was removed first from one
end of the core and then the other by using a vapor degreaser. During the
removal procedure, the core was oriented at such an attitude as to allow the
Braycote 202 and any entrained foreign particles to drain or fall away from
and not into the core module.
1
B-5
i
ANALYSIS OF GOLD BASED BRAZE JOINTS
Sections of the core module were furttier analyzed to investigate the fin-
to-tube plate, header bar-to-tube plate, and the p eal plate-to-machined header
bar surface brazing joints using the 0.001-in- (0.002-cm) thick gold alloy
brazing foil. The effect of welding on a braze joint using a Hastelloy W
welding rod also was investigated.	 1
Figure B-6 shows several fin-to-tube sheet joints selected at random from
the core module. A close-up view of one of the braze joints illustrates the
excellent braze quality obtained using the 0.001-in.- (0.002-cm) thick Palniro 1
braze foil.	 The brazing joint presented in Figure B-7a indicates some porosity
in the braze joint.	 Figure B-7b shows a local unbrazed area due to a recessed
header bar at the seal plate-to-header bar brazing joint.
A metallographic specimen was taken from the high pressure passage showing
the header bar-to-tube plate brazing joint. This specimen shown in Figure B-8
was taken from the end of the core, as indicated by the unmachi,ied tube plate.
Welding over a Palniro 1 braze joint was found to have no detrimental 	 t
effect on the quality of the existing braze joint. 	 Figure B-9 shows a
Hastelloy W weld area over a Palniro 1 braze joint. No cracks in the braze
joint due to the welding process or contamination of the weld zone by the braze
alloy is indicated in the photomicrograph.
a
B-6
4a
75 x Magnification
a
kvAmAmA
I 
L0-
P
12 x Magnification
r!	 I	 OVERALL VIEW OF BRAZE JOINT$
1
b. CLOSEUP OF BRAZE JOIN1
F-14397
Figure B -6.	 Photomicrographs Showing :in-to-Tube Plate
Palniro I Braze Joints In Core Module 1
I	 B-7
7N
I
12 x MAGNIFICATION
(a) SEAL PLATE TO HEADER BAR BRAZE JOINT
_ - 11., n
I
12 x MAGNIFICATION
(b) SEAL PLATE TO hLQ & OAR BRAZE JOINT SHOWING
UNBRAZED AREA AT A RECESSED u EADER BAR
F-14398
F':gure B-7.
	
Photomicrographs of Seal Plate-to-Machined
Header bar Surface on Core Module I
B -8
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0
12 x MAGNIFICATION
F-14399
Figure B -8. Photomicrograph Showing High Pressure
Header Ear to Tube Pla l-e Braze Joint
b
1	 B-9
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25 x MAGNIFICATION
F-14500
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Figure B -9.	 Phctomicrociraph Showing Weld Material (Hastelloy W)
Over a Palniro I Braze Joint on Core Module 1
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF THE FABRICATION EFFORT AND METALLURGICAL
EXAMINATION OF THE 1/6-SIZE (378-TUBE)
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER
t	 INTRODUCTION
The 1/6-size (378-tu be) test specimen was fabricated to verify the
fabrication techniques to be used in asserbling of the full-size (2016-tube)
heat sink heat exchanger. The areas investigated in the small module were
'	 braze joint clearance, assembly techniques for installing the header- plates
:	
on the finned tubes, and the thermal growth interaction between the Nickel 200
manifold and the finned tubes during the brazing operation.
1UBE-TO-HEADER-JOINT RE
The tube-to-header
small test specimens as
Figure C-1 consisted of
actual finned tubes and
LATIONSHIP
brazing joint relationship was investigated using
shown in Figure C-1. The specimens illustrated by
small portions of a spare header with ends of the
tube return fittings installed.
The first specimen was made up of 5/32-in. dia. finned tubes with the
ends swaged to two different diameters, 0.1503 to 0.1507 iii. and 0.1537 to
0.1541 in., to produce both an optimum header-finned tube clearance of
approximately 0.002 in. and an exoagerated clearance of approximately
0.006 in. Tube return fittings were installed on two pairs of larger dia -
eter and one pair of smailer diameter finned tubes with clearances of approxi-
mately 0.004 and 0.008 in., respective l y, as de: :led in Table C-1,.. 	 All of the
finned tube-header and finned tube-tube return joints were prealloyed with
formed wire rings of BAg-8a alloy and brazed with the tube axes and planes of
the tube returns horizontal. 	 Figure C-2 illustrates the findings from this
spe 'men; namely, that 0.006-in, clearance was excessive for the quantity of
alloy supplied at the tube header joint, but completely adequate joints were
obtained from the alloy supplied at the finned tube-tube returns with 0.004-in.
clearance..
The second specimen utilized 3/16-in.dia. finned tubes swaged to 0.1857
to 0.1864 in. dia. to provide diametral clearance of 0.0020 to 0.0027 in. as
shown in Table C-1. The clearance between finned tube and tube return fittings
was much less than on the first specimen (0.005 to 0.001 in.). After prealloy-
ino with the same type formed rings as the first specimen, this unit was
brazed with the tubes horizontal, but the plane of the tube returns vertical
to simulate actual brazing conditions for the larger assemblies. 	 Figure C-3
shoes the excellent joint integrity and filleting produced with these
parameters.
Based on this experience the 378 tube-header-manifold asse,,oly and the
full-size heat sink heat exchanger were fabricated with the following relation-
ships between parts.
IR
C-1
.y
.,w
l
70838
Figure C-1. Typical Finned Tube-to-Header Joint Test Specimen
C-2
TABLE C-1
FINNED TUBE-TO-HEADER JOINT RELATIONSHIPS
I
1 i0 0 0!
1p-__-0 0
1 0 0 0
I I --- ^ 0 --- 2
► 1 0 0 0I
TUBE RETURN
LOCATIONS
i
--- SECTION PLANES
i0
t
Hdr Hole	 Size 0:drveter 'ube	 Return Diameter
Hole After	 Plating	 I Tube Size Clearance I.D. Clearance
No. Mean. Mean!Min. Max Min. Max Min. Mai.
1 .1561
.1566 .1505 . 1 506 .0058 .1580 - .0074
2 .1560 .1565 .1505 .1507 .0057 - -
3 .1561 .1564 .1105 .1507 .0057 - - -
4	 I .1560 .1564 .1509 .1505 .0058	 ( . 1 580 - .0075
5 .!561 .1564 .1509 .1 505 .0058 - - -
6 •1 560 .1 564 .1503 .1505 .0058 - -
7 .1559 . 1 565 .1538 .1540 .0023 . 1 585 .0046
8 •1561 .1564 .1539 .1541 .0023 .1580 - .0040
9 .1561 .1564 .1539 •1540 .0023 - -
10 .1561 .1564 .1539 .1540 .0023 .15851
I
.0045
11 .1560 I	 •c;5 .1537 .1538 .0025 • 1585
I
.0047
1 .1883 i.i882 .1862 - .002 .1865 .1870 .0006
2 .1884 1.1881 .1862 - .0021 .1865 .1870 .0006
3 1884 1 .!883 1.1862 - .0021 - - -
4 .1885 - •1863 - I	 0022 .1865 . 1 870 .0005
5 885 .1884 .1861 - .0023 .1865 • 1 870 .0007
7 .1884 - 1861 - .0023 .1865 .1870 .0007
8 .1884 .1883 .1857 - •0027 .1865 .1870 .0010
9 884 - 1863 - .0021 - - -
10 1884 .1883
I
1862 - .0021 J865 .1870 .0005
II .1884 .1883 .1862 - .0021 .1865 .1870 .0005
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C°S
Tube OD	 Header ID	 Manifold
	
Tube Return
Tube Size,	 Swaged,	 (Ni Plated),	 ID,	 ID,
In.	 In.	 In.	 In.	 In.
5/32	 0.154 to 0.155	 0.156 to 0.157	 ----
	 0.1555 to 0.1565
3/16	 0.186 to 0.187 0.188 to 0.189 0.188 to 0.1885 0.187 to 0.1885
HEAT SINK HEAT EXCHANGER 1/6-SIZE TEST SPECIMEN
The 1/6-5ize test specimen details were fabricated using the tube-header
brazing joint clearances established by the small-scale test specimens.
The diameters of the copper finned tubes were established by a swaginy
operation, the header plates were broached and nickel plated by electrolysis,
and the return bends were expanded to the established internal diameters.
The test specimen was assembled in the stacking fixture for the full-size
assembly, brazed in an argon atmosphere, and then pressure and helium leak
tested.	 Figure C-4 shows the initial stage of assembly with the locating pins
in the top header plate and tubes. Figures C-5 and C-6 show the test specimen
after stacking and fixtured for brazing, respectively. The strapping over the
return tubes was installed to prevent return bend-finned tube separation during
brazing.
The test specimen was brazed in an argon atmosphere with a titanium shield
placed around the assembly to act as a getter. Argon was purged through the
liquid manifold to ensure a clean argon atmosphere inside the manifold and
finned tubing.
Post-braze inspection and leak testing revealed that one return bend had
pulled away from a finned tube and three other return bend-finned tube joints
had braze voids. Repair of these areas was made by torch brazing with the
silver alloy BA9-3.
	
Pressure testing at 100 psig revealed no finned tube-to-
mani fold leaks or finned tube-to-return-bend leaks. A hglium mass spectrom-
eter test revealed a heliLIM, leakage of less than 1 x 10 - scc/sec. An exact
leakage rate was not determined, because the leak detector- was calibrated for
a leakage rate of 1 x 10 - scc/sec. Pans were welded to the header plates,
(Figure C-7) to leak check the finned tube header plate braze joint. No
leaka g e was observed during a 100-psig nitrogen leak check nor wa any helium
leakage dete'.ted with a mass spectrometer (calibration of 1 x 10 - scc/sec).
SUMMARY
The fabrication of the 1/6-size heat sink heat exchanger test specimen was
successfully completed. There was no adverse thermal growth interaction between
the Nickel 200 manifold and the basic core module. The brazing of both the
header plates and the Nickel 200 manifold to the tubes was completely success-
ful; the brazing of the return bends to the tubes was not entirely successful
since four leaks were found after- the initial BA9-8a brazing cycle. 	 It was
considered necessary to incorporate two changes into the fabrication effort on
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Figure C-4. 378 Finned Tube Test Specimen During Stacking
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Figure C-5.	 378 Finned Tube Test Specimen with Liquid Manifold.
Return Tubes and Headers in Position
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Figure C-6. 378 Finned Tube Test Specimen with Banding
Over Return Tubes for Brazing
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Figure C -7. 37& Finned Tube Test Specimen with Pans Attached
for Pressure and Helium Leakage Testing
4
Ithe full-size heat sink heat exchanger to minimize potential brazing joint
Q	 Ieakb . These cha;.ges were (1) to nickel-plate the return bends (the tubes
were nickel-plated) in order to increase the wetting and flow characteristics
of the brazing alloy on the 347 staictless steel, and (2) to increase the braze
land on the return bends in order to achieve more tube-return bend engagement
to prevent separation of the return bends from the finned tubes during brazing.
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